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Incat’s latest 112 metre Wave Piercing Catamaran 
KatExpress 2 has been delivered to Mols-Linien, an 
experienced Danish high speed ferry operator who 
provide high speed car ferry links between Eastern and 
Western Denmark.   
 
KatExpress 2 is the fourth 112 metre to be built by Incat 
and it can carry up to 1000 persons and 415 cars (or 
210 cars and 567 truck lane metres).  Characterised by 
high payload capability, efficient slender hull lines, wide 
beam and the absence of drag-inducing underwater 
appendages, the 112 metre offers industry leading 
transport efficiency, economies of scale, speed and 
seakeeping.   
 
For KatExpress 2 Mols-Linien specified a modern, high 
quality yet functional dual class interior that maximised 
comfort and on board revenue.  Notable features 
include a business class with luxury leather seating and 
panoramic views, a bistro restaurant, a large Baresso™ 
café bar outlet, two cinemas, a children’s play area, a 
protected promenade deck and a large outdoor aft deck.   
 
Access to the passenger lounges are through a 
passenger lift, ramps or stairwells, all designed to 
minimise embarkation and disembarkation times.  The 
main vehicle deck has hydraulically operated stern 
gates.  The upper car deck can be accessed by either 
a two lane ramp on the main deck or notably from 
innovative dual tier shore ramps already installed by 
Mols-Linien in Odden port.  
 
The vessel offers a fantastic on board experience which 
has been specifically tailored to the Danish client base.  
 
The collaborative efforts of Mols Linien and Incat on 
KatExpress 2, have challenged conventional operating 
wisdom to deliver not only an unrivalled passenger 
experience but a profitable high speed ferry operation.
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“ KatExpress 2 achieved a speed of 42.1 knots at 
671.5 tonnes deadweight during sea trials.”



 business class
Enjoy the panoramic ocean view whilst seated in the 
Forward Lounge of the vessel. The area incorporates 
Beurteaux Ocean Tourist High Back leather seating, a 
Buffet, Refreshments Cafe/Bar, Male/Female toilets and 
a Disability Toilet/Baby Change Room.
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 caFe / bar
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Order a refreshment at the modern glass fronted bars 
situated in the Forward and Aft sections of the vessel.  
The bars feature stainless steel work tops, mirrored 
back walls with display shelving and glass 
counter tops.

Aft Baresso  Cafe Lounge Fwd Business Class Cafe / BarTM
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 bistro
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Purchase a meal in the efficient, streamlined self service 
bistro and service area located in the Mid Lounge 
section.  The bistro is capable of serving up to 1000 
passengers with fast, nutritious snacks and refreshments 
during the short voyage.
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 mid ship
Over the past week the vessel, Incat hull number 067, has 
had engines started, sprinklers tested, liferafts deployed 
and a range of other tests that could be done at or near 
the shipyard.  Today she will be put through her paces 
with all equipment and systems undergoing a series of 
tests.  

Although Incat personnel will conduct today’s Builder’s 
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Embrace the vibrant colours that await you in the Mid 
Ship section.  The area has both Eknes Yacht 300 High 
Back seats and Beurteaux Ocean Tourist High Back 
Economy Class seating.  The section also incorporates 
the Male/Female Toilets.
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 lounge areas

Over the past week the vessel, Incat hull number 067, has 
had engines started, sprinklers tested, liferafts deployed 
and a range of other tests that could be done at or near 
the shipyard.  Today she will be put through her paces 
with all equipment and systems undergoing a series of 
tests.  
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Relax with company in the port side Beurteaux Ocean 
Lounge area whilst your children amuse themselves in the 
Children’s Play Area, situated on the Starboard side of 
the vessel.
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 economy class
Over the past week the vessel, Incat hull number 067, has 
had engines started, sprinklers tested, liferafts deployed 
and a range of other tests that could be done at or near 
the shipyard.  Today she will be put through her paces 
with all equipment and systems undergoing a series of 
tests.  

Although Incat personnel will conduct today’s Builder’s 
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Unwind in the quiet relaxed setting of the Economy 
Class TV Lounge and watch a movie, or simply enjoy the 
scenery whilst seated looking Aft out to sea.
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 the bridge
Over the past week the vessel, Incat hull number 067, has 
had engines started, sprinklers tested, liferafts deployed 
and a range of other tests that could be done at or near 
the shipyard.  Today she will be put through her paces 
with all equipment and systems undergoing a series of 
tests.  

Although Incat personnel will conduct today’s Builder’s 

BLACK LEATHER

Ride the ship with the confidence that the bridge contains 
state of the art electronic and navigation systems 
including sophisticated cameras for efficient safe vessel 
manoeuvrability and berthing.
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AUSTRALIA (Head Office & Shipyard)

Incat Australia Pty Ltd
18 Bender Drive, Derwent Park
Hobart, Tasmania 7009

P: +61 (0) 3 6271 1333
F: +61 (0) 3 6273 0932
E: incat@incat.com.au

For information on Incat representatives 
in your region contact head office.
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